
Plateau Photo Tours
Booking Conditions & Policies–2012: Storytellers Workshop

By applying for the 2012 Storytellers Workshop with Plateau Photo Tours and Jerod 

Foster, the client agrees to be bound by the below terms, conditions and policies.

Deposit and Payment Schedule

Once your spot on the tour has been confirmed, we will ask you to send a deposit of 

USD $990.00. The remaining tour balance of $3,000 is due 2 months before the 

departure of the tour (due by April 10th, 2012). If you apply within 2 months of the 
tour’s departure, payment in full is required to reserve your spot.

Payments may be made either by check or PayPal. For PayPal transactions, a 

surcharge of 1.5% (Total of 3%, Plateau Photo Tours covers the other 1.5%) will be 

added for $USD transactions or 2.2% (Total of 3.9%, Plateau Photo Tours covers the 

other 1.7%)  for non-$USD currency transactions.  Using Dwolla.com is also 

acceptable.  At $20 fee will be included in payments with Dwolla in order to account 

for banking account fees.

Cancellations by the Client

Canceling your tour reservation prior to departure requires notifying Plateau Photo 

Tours in writing of your cancellation and a response must be received. Upon 

cancellation the following fee schedule applies:

■ Up to April 10th (before):  100% refund of deposit

■ April 10th – May 9th:   50% refund of tour cost (USD $1975.00)

■ May 10th – June 10th: 0% refund of tour cost (USD $3990.00)



No refunds will be made if you voluntarily leave a tour for any reason after the tour has 

begun. Refunds will be at the discretion of Plateau Photo Tours if you are involuntarily 

forced to leave a tour for any reason.

Furthermore, in the case of a cancellation prior to May 10th, the client will pay all 

PayPal fees associated with returning their deposit (3% domestic, 3.9% International) 

and also the original fees associated with sending their initial deposits (1.5% domestic, 

1.7% International).  Cancellations after February 22nd are subject to the terms listed 

above, but the PayPal fees will not be included.

No refunds will be made for any accommodation, transport, sightseeing, meals or 

services not utilized.

Cancellations by Plateau Photo Tours

Plateau Photo Tours reserves the right to cancel all or a portion of a tour for terrorism, 

natural disasters, political instability, or any other circumstances beyond our control 

which make the tour not viable for any reason. In the event of such cancellation, full or 

partial refunds will be given at Plateau Photo Tours sole discretion. We also reserve the 

right to cancel any tour if sign-ups are inadequate to make the tour economically 

feasible for us to operate, and in this event we will give a full refund.  Plateau Photo 

tours are not responsible for any incidental expenses incurred by you as a result of 

your booking such as vaccinations, non-refundable air tickets, passport/visa, gear 

expenses, etc.

Price Increases

Due to the fluctuating nature of fuel costs, food and hotel prices and currency rates, 

the cost of the tour may increase.  Plateau Photo Tours reserve the right to amend 

costs at any time.

For any increase added to your tour, however unlikely, we will notify you as far in 

advance as possible. Increased costs are not considered sufficient grounds for any 



refund of funds paid for the trip other than as determined by the terms of these 

booking conditions.  This is a rare occurrence.

Travel Warning Awareness

The client is responsible to be aware of any travel warnings or advice issued by the 

State Department or Foreign Office for the places you will be visiting on the tour.  

Plateau Photo tours will inform clients that many countries issue some type of warning 

for the region of the Tibetan Plateau, but it is the responsibility of the client to find out 

what specific advice is given by your country of citizenship.

A travel advisory for a particular place does not necessarily mean that Plateau Photo 

Tours will cancel a tour to that location.  Plateau Photo Tours will accept no liability if 

the client decides to cancel a reservation due to the advice of the State Department or 

Foreign Office.

Changes to a Tour

It is not likely that we will need to make changes to a tour once the client has made a 

booking. However, the published itineraries for  Plateau Photo Tours’ are arranged 

several months ahead of a tour’s departure date, and occasionally changes need to be 

made for reasons beyond the control of Plateau Photo Tours.  Plateau Photo Tours 

reserves the right to make any necessary changes, and will inform the client when 

doing so. Possible changes range from rearranging the day in which certain activities 

are planned to replacing an activity with a substitute one if the original activity is no 

longer possible due to reasons beyond our control.

The client acknowledges and accepts that there may need to be changes made to a 

tour offered by Plateau Photo tours. No refund will be given for any unused facilities or 

services resulting from a tour change.



Travel Insurance

Travel insurance is required for all Plateau Photo Tours clients. Your travel insurance 

should provide protection against personal accident, medical expenses, emergency 

evacuation, emergency repatriation and personal liability. We also recommend it cover 

cancellation, curtailment and loss of luggage and personal effects. We recommend 

that you take out travel insurance soon after reserving your spot on the tour, and that 

you specifically ask your provider if the Tibetan Plateau region and western China are 

covered under the policy.  Plateau Photo Tours cannot be held responsible for costs 

associated with personal injury, loss of luggage, cancellation or other personal 

liabilities that are to be covered with travelers insurance.

Health

You must be able to hike and be in good physical condition. We recommend a trip to 

your local travel clinic or doctor to find out about any necessary vaccinations. Your 

time on the Tibetan Plateau will be spent at or above 12,000 ft / 3600m with a 

maximum of 17,500ft/5250m – please consult your doctor about altitude and other 

related medical concerns you may have. Plateau Photo Tours will do everything in their 

power to ensure the good health of our participants.

Even people in good shape can suffer from altitude related illnesses as well as 

adjusting to a new diet. No refunds will be offered for a participant voluntarily removing 

themselves from the tour based on these circumstances. Serious illnesses will also not 

be refunded, however, Plateau Photo Tours will do absolutely everything in their power 

to get the participant to the best quality medical facilities as soon as possible even at 

the risk of the tour itself.  Safety is very important to us.  If a participant is found to be 

suffering from altitude sickness, it is the participants sole responsibility to let the tour 

leaders know.  Once Plateau Photo Tours staff are made aware of serious health and 

altitude related illnesses, we will do everything we can to get the participant to the best 

quality medical care available.



It is the responsibility of the participant to understand the effects of altitude on their 

body and report those to Plateau Photo Tours staff.  Health related deaths, as truly 

unlikely as they may be, are absolutely not the responsibility and liable of Plateau 

Photo Tours.

Passports and Visas

It is the client’s responsibility to ensure that they have a valid passport and proper 

tourist visa to gain access to China. Once you are confirmed for the tour, specific 

instructions will be sent to you on how and where to apply for a Chinese visa. Please 

be sure that your passport is valid for 6 months beyond the duration of the trip.   If you 

fail to obtain a proper passport or visa, Plateau Photo Tours have no liability to you for 

any cost, loss or damage that you suffer, nor will we refund you the cost of any unused 

portion of your travel arrangements.

Cultural Policy

Plateau Photo Tours have a separate cultural policy and camera policy in place for 

all workshops in Tibet. Clients must read, understand, and agree to follow this policy. 

The policy is available on our website.

Liability Release

Clients are required to read, understand, and agree to the Plateau Photo 

Tours Acknowledgment of Risk and Release of Liability Form. This form will be sent 

separately to the client, and a signed copy needs to be returned to Plateau Photo 

Tours.

______________________________________________       ! ___________________
Signature of Participant! ! ! ! ! ! Date

______________________________________________       ! ___________________!! ____________
Signature of Witness! ! ! ! ! ! Witness Name! ! ! Date


